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TAKING
A BREAK
EVERY DAY

DACIA SANDERO STEPWAY

New Dacia Sandero Stepway reaffirms its crossover style: take
escapism to the next level thanks to the new Extreme finish, which
gives the vehicle an even stronger off-road look.





A single glance and you are already itching to escape with New Dacia Sandero Stepway. Its sculpted
bonnet, bold front end, protective features and high ground clearance give it the dynamic and robust
style of an authentic crossover. Its LED headlights, Y-shaped brand light and glossy black grille give
it even more character. Live the adventure thanks to its Extreme finish with an even more prominent

outdoor spirit: Copper Brown door mirrors, alloy wheel rims and Glossy Black shark fin antenna. A unique
style topped with distinctive elements featuring topographical patterns to better identify it. And with
Extended Grip, which improves traction, get off the beaten track: Sandero Stepway, the adventurer that
steers you through all your daily life adventures.

A SENSE OF ADVENTURE

EXTENDED GRIP BUTTON BRAND LIGHT



All the technological features you need: climb aboard effortlessly thanks to keyless entry and discover
the style of the new passenger compartment. In the Extreme finish, the interior features new, easy to
clean, mixed TEP MicroCloud fabric upholstery, with a soft-touch velvet appearance also present on the
instrument panel and armrests. The Copper Brown touches and topographic lines recalled on the rubber
floor mats complement the vehicle’s unmistakable outdoor spirit. In terms of equipment, enjoy the

height- and depth-adjustable seats and steering wheel, the electric parking brake and a closed storage
space in the armrest: practicality and comfort combined. Connect your smartphone and use your preferred
applications on the 8-inch touch screen. The controls, all placed within easy reach, provide maximum ease
of access to all functions. Everything is clear.

WELL-DESIGNED COMFORT

8-INCH TOUCH SCREENWITHMEDIANAVSPECIAL UPHOLSTERY ELECTRIC PARKING BRAKE

DACIA SANDERO STEPWAY







New Dacia Sandero Stepway rises to the challenge of real life: thanks to its large extendible boot, switch
from city life to adventure in a flash. To do this, fold down the seats with a single touch, adjust
the loading capacity as required and live life to the full. Thanks to an ingenious system, effortlessly

convert your roof bars into transverse roof bars to fit a roof compartment, a bicycle rack or a ski rack.
Ready to take on the world? Let’s Go!

THE SPACE YOUNEED TO
FIT ALL YOURWISHES

MODULAR ROOF BARS



AUNIQUE
ALLY FOR THE
DAY-TO-DAY

DACIA SANDERO

The style of New Dacia Sandero has been overhauled to complement
your way of life and desires better than ever before. Its lines combine
robustness with dynamism in a sleek and distinctive design. Stylish,
practical and modern, it offers the essential features and standards of
comfort of today to make every journey pleasurable.



Admire the style of New Dacia Sandero, a combination of robustness and dynamic lines: simply stunning.
Its front and rear Y-shaped brand light puts the finishing touches on a strong and modern identity. Its
LED dipped headlights will light up the road at night like never before. The black radiator grille with
touches of white adds to its personality.

The Sandero spirit that you enjoy so much is also found in the details: in the body-tone door mirror shells
and in the aluminium wheels, for instance.

THE POWEROFWHAT IS ESSENTIAL

REAR Y-SHAPED BRAND LIGHT

DACIA SANDERO







KEYLESS ENTRY AND START CARD INSTRUMENT PANELWITH DIGITAL DISPLAY

From the moment you step in thanks to the automatic remote opening, you feel comfortable in
a welcoming and modern setting. Its panoramic dashboard combines elegance and efficiency.
The driver-focused dashboard provides easy access to all the functions: intuitive heating and
air-conditioning system controls, built-in 8-inch screen with navigation and replication of the

applications on your smartphone, front and rear parking sensors, as well as height- and depth-adjustable
steering wheel. The electric parking brake proves highly practical for daily use. Refocussing on what is
really important is what makes New Dacia Sandero so pleasant.

ALL YOUNEED IS
WITHIN EASY REACH





BOOT VOLUME: 328 LITRES REAR BENCH SEAT FOLDEDDOWN: 1,108 LITRES OF BOOT VOLUME CENTRAL ARMREST STORAGE: 1.2 LITRES

New Dacia Sandero perfectly adapts to your life. And it has the resources, with its large boot and rear
folding bench seat, to adapt the space to your requirements. It also comes with a lot of storage space:
cup holders, door bin, closed glovebox and storage console that perfectly meet your organisational

requirements. The generous width at the shoulders for the driver and the leg room for passengers in the
rear provide optimum comfort. New Sandero clearly offers a warm welcome.

TAKE CONTROL
OF THE SPACE



For Dacia, nothing is more important than constantly improving the safety of our vehicles, and most of all, that of the passengers. What with automatic emergency braking,
hill start assist, six airbags (standard) and blind spot sensor, you can relax. New Dacia Sandero and Sandero Stepway provide everything you need for worry-free driving.

SAFE EVERY STEP OF THEWAY

AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY BRAKING
Sometimes, concentrating and being reactive is not enough. You can rely on New Sandero to avoid or
mitigate minor accidents. Automatic emergency braking detects collision hazards. If you don’t react or
if you don’t react quickly enough, your system triggers and optimises braking.

BLIND SPOTWARNING
It’s difficult to see everything when you change lanes. Equipped with side, front and rear sensors, your
New Sandero warns you in the event of a risk of collision with another vehicle from the side or rear.

DACIA SANDERO& SANDERO STEPWAY



FRONT/REAR PARKING SENSORS AND REAR-VIEW CAMERA
In the city, all parking spaces are worth taking, even the narrowest ones. You will be won over from the
first manoeuvre by the sensing device that warns you with an audible and visual signal as soon as an
obstacle is detected at the front or rear of the vehicle.

HILL START ASSIST
No need to stress when you start on a slope! This function immediately prevents the vehicle from
moving backwards when you release the brake pedal. You no longer have to grab the parking brake
to help you; manoeuvring your vehicle is as easy as ABC.



DACIA SANDERO

TRIM
ESSENTIAL

MAIN EQUIPMENT

EXTERIOR APPEARANCE
- 15” Steel wheels
- New brand identity
- Black door handles, mirrors and radiator grille
- Body-coloured front and rear bumpers
- Y-shaped LED lighting signature
- LED automatic daytime running lights
- Tinted windows

INTERIOR APPEARANCE
- Titanium black seat fabric/colour harmony
- Fog Grey air vent surrounds with white sliders
- Black interior door handles
- Split folding rear bench seat

VISIBILITY
- Door mirrors with interior manual adjustment
- Auto lighting system

DRIVING AND CONTROL
INSTRUMENTS
- Electrical power-assisted steering
- Stop & Start
- New 3.5” TFT instrument panel with on-board computer
- Cruise control and speed limiter

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SAFETY
- ABS (Anti-lock Braking System) and EBA (Emergency Brake Assist)
- Automatic Emergency Braking (AEBS)
- ESP (Electronic Stability Program) + HSA (Hill Start Assist)
- ESC (Electronic Stability Control)
- High level thrid brake light
- Emergency Call (E-call)
- 6 Airbags (front and side Driver & passengers including

curtain airbags)
- ISOFIX points for child seats in both outer rear seats
- Tyre pressure Monitor
- Tyre inflation kit

COMFORT
- Remote central locking system
- Electric front windows
- Height & depth adjustable steering wheel
- Automatic locking of doors when in motion
- Heated rear window with wash & wiper
- 12V front socket
- Manual rear windows
- Front USB socket
- Manual heating and air conditioning system
- Smartphone holder on dashboard

AUDIO
- Media Control: DAB Radio with display on instrument panel +

Steering wheel controls + Bluetooth + 2 Speakers



DACIA SANDERO

TRIM
EXPRESSION

MAIN EQUIPMENT
EXPRESSION = ESSENTIAL +

EXTERIOR APPEARANCE
- 15” Flex wheel
- Body-colour door mirrors

INTERIOR APPEARANCE
- Fog Grey vent surrounds
- Satin chrome interior door handles
- Fabric upholstery on the dashboard and front door armrest
- Driver and passenger vanity mirror with cover

DRIVING AND CONTROL
INSTRUMENTS
- Rear parking sensor and reverse camera

VISIBILITY
- Front fog lights
- Heated and electrically operated door mirrors

COMFORT
- Automatic windscreen wipers
- One-touch electric windows on the driver’s side
- Rear electric windows
- Keyless entry
- Rear 12V plug

AUDIO
- 8’’ Media Display with smartphone replication (2 USB Sockets,

compatible with Apple CarPlay ^TM and Android Auto ^TM

+ 4 speakers)

Android Auto™ is a Google Inc. brand. Apple CarPlay™ is an Apple Inc. brand.



DACIA SANDERO STEPWAY

TRIM
ESSENTIAL STEPWAY

MAIN EQUIPMENT

EXTERIOR APPEARANCE
- 16” Flex wheels with full wheel cap
- New brand identity
- Black door handles and mirrors
- Body-coloured front and rear bumpers
- Black radiator grille with Stepway inscription
- Y-shaped LED daytime running lights
- LED automatic daytime running lights
- Black longitudinal roof bars with Stepway inscription
- Tinted windows
- Chrome Dacia inscription on tailgate

INTERIOR APPEARANCE
- Black interior door handles
- Titanium black seat fabric / colour harmony
- Floor mats
- Copper orange air vent surrounds

DRIVING AND CONTROL
INSTRUMENTS
- Electric power-assisted steering
- Stop & Start
- New 3.5” TFT instrument panel with on-board computer
- Cruise control and speed limiter

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SAFETY
- ABS (Anti-lock Braking System) and EBA (Emergency Brake Assist)
- Automatic Emergency Braking (AEBS)
- ESP (Electronic Stability Program) + HSA (Hill Start Assist)
- ESC (Electronic Stability Control)
- Emergency Call (E-call)
- 6 Airbags (front and side Driver & passengers including

curtain airbags)
- High level thrid brake light
- Tyre pressure Monitor
- Tyre inflation kit
- ISOFIX fix points for child seats in both outer rear seats
- Child locks in rear doors

VISIBILITY
- Door mirrors with interior manual adjustment
- Auto lighting system
- Heated rear window with rear wash and wiper

COMFORT
- Remote central locking system
- Height & depth adjustable steering wheel
- Height-adjustable driver’s seat
- Automatic locking of doors when in motion
- 12V front socket
- Electric front windows
- Manual rear windows
- Front USB socket
- Manual heating and air conditioning system
- 60/40 Split Folding rear seats
- Smartphone holder on dashboard

AUDIO
- Media Control: DAB Radio with display on instrument panel +

Steering wheel controls + 2 Speakers



DACIA SANDERO STEPWAY

TRIM
EXPRESSION STEPWAY

MAIN EQUIPMENT
EXPRESSION STEPWAY =
ESSENTIAL STEPWAY+

EXTERIOR APPEARANCE
- Body coloured door handles
- Body coloured door mirrors
- Chrome radiator grille with Stepway inscription
- Chrome longitudinal roof bars with chrome Stepway inscription
- Modular roof bars

INTERIOR APPEARANCE
- Soft feel steering wheel
- Satin chrome interior door handles
- Satin chrome copper orange air vent surrounds
- Fabric trim on dashboard and front door armrests
- Driver & Passenger vanity mirror with cover

DRIVING AND CONTROL
INSTRUMENTS
- Rear parking sensors and reversing camera

VISIBILITY
- Front fog lights
- Automatic front wipers
- Heated and electrically adjustable door mirrors

COMFORT
- Keyless entry
- Rear 12V plug
- One-touch electric windows on the driver’s side

AUDIO
- 8’’ Media Display with smartphone replication (2 USB Sockets,

compatible with Apple CarPlay ^TM and Android Auto ^TM +
4 speakers)

Android Auto™ is a Google Inc. brand. Apple CarPlay™ is an Apple Inc. brand.



EXTREME STEPWAY

DACIA SANDERO STEPWAY

TRIM

MAIN EQUIPMENT EXTREME
STEPWAY = EXPRESSION STEPWAY +

EXTERNAL APPEARANCE
- Specific outdoor design with door stickers and

side stickers with topographic patterns
- Copper Brown finish: door mirrors, "Stepway"

inscription on roof bars and tailgate
- 16" full black alloy wheel rims with Dacia Copper Brown logo

INTERIOR APPEARANCE
- Special Extreme upholstery
- Copper Brown air vents
- Rubber mats with topographic patterns

DRIVING AND CONTROL
INSTRUMENTS
- Extended grip function
- Blind spot warning
- Front and rear parking sensor and reversing camera

COMFORT
- Automatic heating and air conditioning system
- Electronic parking brake

AUDIO
- 8’’ MediaNav with smartphone replication (2 USB Sockets,

compatible with Apple CarPlay ^TM and Android Auto ^TM +
6 speakers)



DACIA SANDERO& SANDERO STEPWAY

COLOURS &WHEELS
COLOURS

STEPWAY

SANDERO

(1) Available only on Stepway.
(2) Available only on Sandero.

*Solid paint. **Metallic paint. ***Special paint.



HUBCAPS &WHEELS

15" STEELWHEELS (2) 15" FLEXWHEELS (2) 16" FLEXWHEEL (1) 16" FULL BLACK(1)

ALLOYWHEELS

(1) Available only on Stepway.
(2) Available only on Sandero.



DACIA SANDERO& SANDERO STEPWAY

ENGINES

TCe 90 TCe 100 Bi-Fuel
SANDERO ENGINES
Fiscal rating (CV) (France) 5 5
Fuel Unleaded fuel (E10) Unleaded fuel (E10)/LPG

Max. power kW CEE (hp) at an engine speed of (rpm) 67 at 4,600-5,000 LPG mode: 74 at 4,600-5,000
Petrol Mode: 67 at 4,800-5,000

Max. torque Nm CEE (m.kg) at an engine speed of (rpm) 160 at 2,100-3,750 LPG mode: 170 at 2,000-3,500
Petrol Mode: 160 at 2,100-3,750

Gearbox type Manual 5-speed Manual 5-speed
Type of Injection Turbo Indirect injection Turbo Indirect injection
Capacity (cc) 999
Number of cylinders/valves 3/12
Emission control standard Euro 6 DFull

CHASSIS AND STEERING
Tyre dimensions 185/65 R15 88H - 195/55 R16 87H
Steering - Turning circle, kerb to kerb (m) 10.53
Front suspension Pseudo McPherson with lower wishbone, spiral spring suspension with telescopic hydraulic shock absorbers and anti-roll bar
Rear suspension Semi-rigid axle with anti-roll bar spring suspension and telescopic hydraulic shock absorbers

PERFORMANCE
LPG Petrol

Maximum speed (km/h) 175 177 174
0-100km/h (s) 12.2 12.2
Mid-range acceleration: 80km/h - 120km/h (s)

in 4th

5th
11.6
20.1

12
19.1

12
20.2

FUEL CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS(1)
Approval protocol WLTP(2)

Fuel tank capacity (l) 50 Petrol: 50
LPG : 40

LPG Petrol
CO2 (g/km) Emissions Best Case - Worst Case 119/120 108/109 122/122
Fuel consumption during combined cycle (l/100 km) Best Case - Worst Case 5.3/5.3 6.7/6.7 5.4/5.4

VOLUMES ANDWEIGHTS
Essential Expression Essential Expression

Minimum kerb weight 1,052 1,072 1,108 1,128
Maximum kerb weight 1,096 1,120 1,152 1,160
Gross train weight (GTW) 2,638 2,662 2,678 2,702
Maximum permissible laden weight (MPLW) 1,538 1,562 1,578 1,602
Max. braked towing weight 1,100 1,100 1,100 1,100
(1) Official consumption and emissions according to applicable regulations. (2) WLTP (Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicle Test Procedures): this new protocol provides results much closer to those found in daily use compared to the NEDC protocol. *Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
are certified using a standard, regulated method. It is identical for all manufacturers and allows vehicles to be compared.



TCe 90 TCe 90 CVT TCe 100 Bi-Fuel
SANDERO STEPWAY ENGINES
Fiscal rating (CV) (France) 5 5 5
Fuel Unleaded fuel (E10) Unleaded fuel (E10) Unleaded fuel (E10)/LPG

Max. power kW CEE (hp) at an engine speed of (rpm) 67 at 4,600-5,000 67 at 4,500-5,000 LPG mode: 74 at 4,600-5,000
Petrol Mode: 67 at 4,800-5,000

Max. torque Nm CEE (m.kg) at an engine speed of (rpm) 160 at 2,100-3,750 142 at 1,750-3,750 LPG mode: 170 at 2,000-3,500
Petrol Mode: 160 at 2,100-3,750

Gearbox type Manual 6-speed Auto-CVT Manual 6-speed
Type of Injection Turbo indirect injection
Capacity (cc) 999
Number of cylinders/valves 3/12
Emission control standard Euro 6 DFull

CHASSIS AND STEERING
Tyre dimensions 205/60 R16 92H
Steering - Turning circle, kerb to kerb (m) 10.39
Front suspension Pseudo McPherson with lower wishbone, spiral spring suspension with telescopic hydraulic shock absorbers and anti-roll bar
Rear suspension Semi-rigid axle with anti-roll bar spring suspension and telescopic hydraulic shock absorbers

PERFORMANCE
LPG Petrol

Maximum speed (km/h) 172 163 177 173
0-100km/h (s) 12 14,2 11.9
Mid-range acceleration: 80km/h - 120km/h (s) in 4th

5th

6th

10.3
14.6
22.6

12.6
10.0
13.9
20.6

10.2
14.4
21.9

FUEL CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS(1)
Approval protocol WLTP(2)

Fuel tank capacity (l) 50 50 Petrol: 50
LPG : 40

LPG Petrol
CO2 (g/km) Emissions Best Case - Worst Case 120/121 131/140 108/109 122/122
Fuel consumption during combined cycle (l/100 km) Best Case - Worst
Case 5.3/5.4 5.8/6.2 6.7/6.7 5.4/5.4

VOLUMES ANDWEIGHTS
Essential Expression/Extreme Extreme Essential Expression/Extreme

Minimum kerb weight 1,077 1,096 1,122 1,134 1,154
Maximum kerb weight 1,119 1,136 1,159 1,160 1,176
Gross train weight (GTW) 2,661 2,678 2,701 2,702 2,718
Maximum permissible laden weight (MPLW) 1,561 1,578 1,601 1,602 1,618
Max. braked towing weight 1,100 1,100 1,100 1,100 1,100
(1) Official consumption and emissions according to applicable regulations. (2) WLTP (Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicle Test Procedures): this new protocol provides results much closer to those found in daily use compared to the NEDC protocol. *Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
are certified using a standard, regulated method. It is identical for all manufacturers and allows vehicles to be compared.



1. EXPERT 80 BICYCLE RACK AND
ALUMINIUM ROOF BARS
Make adventure easy with our quick and easy to
install roof bars and range of bicycle racks.

2. PREMIUM TEXTILE FLOORMATS
AND ILLUMINATEDDOOR SILLS AT
THE FRONT
Opt for our top-of-the-range premium textile floor
mats and protect your vehicle entry points with
our illuminated door sills (sold in pairs).

3. SEAT ARMREST
For optimum driver comfort, opt for this height
adjustable, extendable and flip-up armrest.

4. SHARK FIN ANTENNA
Upgrade to a shark fin aerial and streamline the
look of your vehicle.

5. . TOOL-FREE REMOVABLE
TOWBARKIT
Ask about our range of tow bars, expertly fitted by
your Dacia dealership.

6. INDUCTION SMARTPHONE
CHARGER ON CENTRE CONSOLE
Top up your charge with our inductive charger.
Provides maximum convenience when out and
about.

2.

3.

6.5.

1.

4.

DACIA SANDERO& SANDERO STEPWAY

ACCESSORIES



8. 9.

10. 11. 12.

7.

7. STAINLESS STEEL BOOT SILL
Help protect the rear bumper from scratches and
bumps whilst loading with our stainless steel boot
sill.

8. BOOT LINER
Made-to-measure and can be fitted quickly and
easily. Protects your boot and helps contain debris
thanks to its raised edges. The semi-rigid design
makes it easy to take out and clean.

9. EASYFLEXMODULAR
BOOT PROTECTION
Cover and protect your entire boot with this
versatile and waterproof boot liner. It folds and
unfolds very easily, adapting to the position of the
rear seats, even when folded down.

10. RUBBER FLOORMATS
WITH RAISED EDGES
Opt for rubber floor mats made-to-measure and
with raised edges to ensure your floor is protected.
Easy to maintain, they can be attached quickly
using the special safety clips provided.

11. LOWERDOOR PROTECTION
Emphasise your vehicle’s rugged styling while
protecting the lower parts of the doors.

12. FRONT AND REARMUD FLAPS
Shield the lower body of your vehicle effectively
against water, mud and gravel.
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DIMENSIONS
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BOOT (in dm3 - VDA standard)

Minimum boot volume (ISO 3832) 328/410

Maximum boot volume (ISO 3832) 1,108/1,455

Volume under false floor (ISO 3832) 78

BOOT (in dm3 - VDA standard)

Minimum boot volume (ISO 3832) 328/410

Maximum boot volume (ISO 3832) 1,108/1,455

Volume under false floor (ISO 3832) 78
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SANDERO

SANDEROSANDERO STEPWAY

Dimensions in mm
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At Dacia, we offer practical, reliable vehicles that offer the best value for money. Models with assertive
style but no frills, fitted with the most reliable, tried-and-tested technologies... all at an unbeatable price.
In fifteen years, we have changed the rules of the game and disrupted the car market. Unbelievable?
Not really. Our secret? A perfect blend of simplicity, transparency and accessibility. From the choice of
model to price and maintenance, everything is clear and obvious with Dacia.
Driving Dacia means being sure you’ve made the right choice.

DRIVE, TRAVEL, ENJOY...
NOWTHAT’S
THEDACIA SPIRIT!



DACIA SANDERO
& SANDERO STEPWAY,
JUST ESSENTIAL



Every precaution has been taken to ensure this publication is accurate and up to date when printed. This document has been created using pre-production and prototype models. In line with its policy
of continuous product improvement, Dacia reserves the right to modify the specifications, vehicles and accessories described and featured at any time. Any such modifications are communicated to
Dacia dealers as quickly as possible. Depending on the country of sale, versions may differ and some equipment may be unavailable (standard, optional or accessories). Please consult your Dacia brand
representative forthe latest information. Fortechnical printingreasons, thecolours reproduced in thisdocumentmaydiffer slightlyfrom thoseof theactual paintworkor interiortrim. All rights reserved.
Reproduction in any format and by anymeans of all or part of this publication is prohibited without prior written authorisation fromDacia.
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